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Total Interiors has looked into the

market must-have gifts for your

warehouse.

Here is our list of the top 8 items to

have for your warehouse, plus a

fantastic yearly treat! 

For more information please visit:

totalinteriorsdirect.co.uk or call on

01905 757 506

Beam locks 
Santa doesn’t want a

headache from a falling

beam. 

Racksac
To recycle all the

unwanted gifts.... er gift

wrap

First aid kit 
For when you have a paper

cut from wrapping all those

gifts.

Safety Signs
To guide you home after a

long days work

Air craft steps
To help you reach the highest

of trees

Lockers 
To hide all the presents and

secret santa gifts!

Utility Trolleys
Helps make that delivery job

easier

Lin bins/Plastic boxes
Save on wrapping and gift

bags, use a box

                     BONUS!
Treat your warehouse to a

yearly Racking Inspection.

Paper those beams, make

them sparkle and treat your

warehouse to the gift that

keeps giving.

www.totalinteiorsdirect.co.uk



Thanks for meeting with us today, Santa, you must
be very busy on the lead-up to Christmas?
 Thank you for having me, it’s quite busy up in the north

pole. We spend the whole year preparing for one day and

now we are on the last reindeer legs of it. 

It sounds exciting, how do you manage?
 The elves help out a lot that’s for sure. 

I bet they do, so tell me Santa, where do you store
all of those presents?
 Well with a little bit of magic, and a lot of pallet racking, we

can store millions of things in our warehouse in the north

pole. 

What do you think of the warehouses we have in
the UK?
 I think they’re brilliant, you don’t have access to the magic

that I do so the way you all make the most of the space

you have is ingenious. All those mezzanine floors and

brilliant racking systems. 

Would you ever consider outsourcing some of
your warehouse needs?
 Maybe, the population keeps growing so perhaps if the

reindeers want to retire, I’d find another warehouse

solution that can ship the presents. 

How do you feel about e-commerce and
online shopping? Are you threatened at
all?
 Not in the slightest. You can’t have Christmas

without Santa! Online shopping is the future

and those warehouses and distribution

centers are amazing, did you know I bought

Mrs. Clause a lovely scarf and perfume at one

of those online shops you have. She loved it!

Shipping was fast too, takes a lot of know-how

to organize a warehouse like that. 

Well, that’s all we have time for today,
Santa, thanks for speaking with Total
Interiors we’ve loved hearing your
thoughts.
 It’s been lovely, I’ll send an elf-mail to you

about those e-commerce warehouse

solutions of yours. It might really help speed

things up for us up north.

Santa speaks up – his thoughts on E-

Commerce
With Christmas fast approaching Total Interiors were lucky enough to

speak with Santa as he prepares for his busiest time of the year. We dive

in deeper than a deep-filled mince pie to see what his thoughts are on e-

commerce warehouses and online shopping platforms.

 Even Santa agrees that online shopping and

e-commerce are the way forward. You can’t

beat progress and having the right

organization throughout your warehouse can

really help drive forwards productivity. 

** Disclaimer**
This piece is entirely fictional and is designed to entertain. All

thoughts and opinions have been made up and any
resemblance to others is purely coincidental 

This interview was conducted by Total Interiors. For

information on their services please visit:

totalinteriorsdirect.co.uk or contact them on 01905 757 506
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